SUSTAINING A BETTER WAY
Our Sustainability Approach: Executive Summary

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO
At Sealed Air, sustainability is woven into the fabric
of who we are and what we stand for as an enterprise.
If I could rename our company, we would be “The
Sustainability Company.”
Sustainability is not just part of our business. It is at the
heart of everything we do. It is our business.
Our vision is to create a better way for life. It is a vision
rooted in sustainability. It inspires us to develop purposeful
innovations that not only meet, but exceed our customers’
needs. These innovations protect products, improve the
security and safety of the food we eat and improve health
by keeping hospitals, hotels, office buildings and other
shared environments safe and clean.
Sustainability is even embodied in our brandmark’s Trillian
icon, where each edge represents our unmatched values
of sustainability, performance and cost-competitiveness.
At Sealed Air, we Re-imagine™ the industries we serve
to create a world that feels, tastes and works better.
Sustaining that world extends to everything we do.
Sincerely,

Jerome A. Peribere
President and CEO
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Sustainability is not
just part of our business.
It is at the heart of
everything we do.

SMART
LIFE

Helping customers
make informed choices
Delivering value through
the entire life cycle

OUR SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH
Sealed Air’s innovative solutions help our customers meet their sustainability
goals in the face of today’s biggest social and environmental challenges. Our
SmartLife™ initiative takes a holistic approach to sustainability, using life-cycle
thinking to look beyond individual product attributes to consider the entire
value chain. This customer-centric blueprint is an essential ingredient in how
we help our customers win, making informed decisions about sustainability
solutions to deliver value throughout their operations.
DRIVING GROWTH
We create better ways for our customers to address their environmental and
social challenges by adding value without sacrificing cost-competitiveness
or performance, and ensuring long-term growth. We help take costs out of
operations and help customers protect and enhance their brands through
packaging and cleaning solutions that provide consumer appeal, ensure safe
operations and deliver more value.
CONSERVING MORE
We create a better way for life by conserving resources and eliminating
waste. This begins with our own operations, managing our use of raw
materials, using alternatives to petrochemicals and creating lighter,
thinner packaging and highly efficient cleaning solutions. These benefit
customers—and ultimately consumers—who are focused on recycling,
lowering energy and water use, eliminating product and food damage
and eventual waste disposal.
LIVING BETTER
We create a better way for life by driving economic growth through
products that extend global distribution, improve access to a secure food
supply—safe, more nutritious and less wasteful—and improve health by
keeping hospitals, hotels and office buildings safe and clean.
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“Sealed Air continues its
mission to provide sustainable
solutions to our customers
and for some of today’s
biggest global issues, and
to ultimately create a
better way for life.”
Jerome A. Peribere
President and CEO

MEETING GLOBAL CHALLENGES
Drawing on our collective areas of
expertise, Sealed Air’s Food Care,
Product Care and Diversey Care
Divisions collaborate on developing
sustainable solutions to some of the
world’s most pressing problems.
FOOD SECURITY
As the global demand for food increases, Sealed Air is focused on working with
our customers to tackle the three most pressing issues facing the world’s food
supply—food access, food safety and food waste. Sealed Air creates solutions
that protect and enhance the food and beverage supply chain, ensuring products
are processed, sold and prepared in a safe and efficient environment.
WATER SECURITY
Almost one-fifth of the world’s population lives in areas where water is scarce.
The world’s demand for fresh water is growing so fast that agriculture, industry
and cities are facing scarce supply. Sealed Air is helping customers meet their
water reduction sustainability goals though operational efficiencies and ensuring
clean and healthy environments.
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
Sealed Air focuses on resource efficiency by eliminating product damage and
waste during shipping while using a minimum amount of packaging. With more
and more products being shipped daily around the world, we are providing our
customers more sustainable solutions.
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Sealed Air brings
life to our vision of
a better way for life.

OUR SUSTAINABILITY PILLARS
The essence of our sustainability approach is to bring real and
meaningful results to a world where social, environmental and
economic needs must all be met. Our pillars highlight how we put
sustainability into practice.
Communities & Citizenship
Sealed Air believes that being a good
corporate citizen requires the commitment
of both our enterprise and the employees
who are our most valuable asset. While
corporate giving is an important part of
our commitment, we take great pride
in the talent, energy and imagination
our employees devote to helping local
communities. Sealed Air brings life to our
vision of a better way for life.
• Around the world, employee volunteers
provide instruction to thousands of
children on the importance of clean hands
• Together with our customers, we provide
disaster relief to communities to help
them meet their urgent needs for food,
water and shelter
• Since 2003, we have sponsored the
international non-profit Enactus to bring
together student, academic and business
leaders to improve quality of life for
people in need

Workplace
Sealed Air is committed to being a great
place to work, from the recognition we
bestow on our people and the opportunities
we provide for individual growth and
career development, to our emphasis on
employee safety and the sustainability
of our plants and offices. Our workforce
meets the challenges of today’s fast-paced
global marketplace, and mirrors the diverse
markets in which we serve. We are proud
to say that we operate our business to the
highest ethical standards.
• Achieving zero waste to landfill, by
diverting our plastic scrap into other
products and uses
• Reducing the water, energy and
greenhouse gas emissions of
our operations
• Corporate responsibility that ranked
Sealed Air as among the “world’s most
admired companies” by Fortune magazine
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY PILLARS
Products & Solutions
At Sealed Air, sustainability is
redefining the way we innovate
products and solutions for business.
Our innovations help minimize
risk, reduce waste and increase
productivity at our customers’
facilities and across the extended
supply chain. Now, using sustainability
as a guide for innovation, the future
holds even more opportunities to
benefit the environment and society,
while driving economic performance
for customers and shareholders.
We have integrated sustainability
performance into our product
development process, focusing
on six key areas.
We have integrated sustainability into
our product development processes to
deliver innovations that create value by:
• Meeting performance requirements
of our customers’ businesses
• Ensuring cost competitiveness
across our customers’ operations
• Delivering quantifiable
sustainability benefits
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Partners
As a global company, Sealed Air
believes that collaborating with
organizations outside of our
company is the best solution for
addressing some of the world’s
biggest sustainability needs. Our
vital partnerships with government
agencies, non-governmental
organizations, certification
organizations, industry groups,
customers and suppliers allow us to
share our expertise and draw on the
value of creative, passionate people
uniting their talents toward a common
goal. A truly sustainable world will
only be possible through education
and development initiatives sparked by
collaboration.

Sealed Air draws on the value
of creative, passionate people
uniting their talents toward
a common goal.
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SEALED AIR OVERVIEW
Sealed Air Re-imagines the industries we
serve to create a world that feels, tastes and
works better—from ensuring the safety of
what we eat and drink to protecting the valuable
goods we ship and receive daily to improving
our health and well-being through clean
environments. Every day, we re-think what is
possible and discover new approaches and
applications to create a better way forward. Our
diverse expertise and powerful brands result in
sustainable, end-to-end solutions that transform
businesses to enhance the world we live in.
We do this because we believe everyone
deserves a thriving tomorrow.

SealedAir.com

SEALED AIR and RE-IMAGINE are trademarks
of Sealed Air Corporation. © 2014 All rights reserved.

FAST FACTS
•
•
•
•

Approximately 25,000 employees
Net sales of $7.7 billion (2013)
Operations in 62 countries
with distribution reaching 175 countries
145 manufacturing facilities

•
•
•
•
•

56 labs/research facilities
More than 500 scientists and engineers
More than 1,000 equipment and application experts
4,600 patents
More than 9,000 trademarks

